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Abstract

Mthough dir~t volume rendering is a poweti tool for visutig
complex structures within volume @ tie S* and mmplexity of
the p-eter space controtig the rendering proms mb gener-
ating an Mormative rendering chtienging. k partic~, the speci-
ficadon of the transfer fiction — the mapping from data values to
renderable optical properties — is frequently a time-consuming and
unintuhive task IHy, the data beiig *u- shotid itsek sug-
gest an appropriate transfer fiction that brings out the features of
interest without obscuring them with elemen~ of Etie importance.
\\re demonstrate that this is possible for a kge class of scalar vol-
ume d~ nmnely tit where the regions of interest are the bound-
ties between different matenrds. A transfer function which makes
boundaries reatiy \=lble can be generated from the reMonship
between tiee quantitie~ the data xdue and its first and second di-
rectioti derivatives ~ong the gradient direction. A data structure
we term the Frwgrm vo& capwes the rektionship between
these quantities tioughout the volume in a position independent
computationMy efficient fashiom We describe the tbeoretid int-
portance of tie quantities measured by the histogram volume, the
implementation issues in its cahxdation, and a method for semia-
utomatic transfer function generation through its anrdysis. We
conclude with restits of the method on both id- synthetic data
as we~ as r~ world &tase@.

1 Introduction

1.1 The Task of Finding Transfer Funtiions

Tr~er@ctiom make a volume dataset tilble by assigrtirrgren-
derable optical properties to the munend vrdues which comprise
tie datase~ The most geneti transfer fictions are those that as-
sign opacity, color, and ernittance [12]. Usefi renderings can of-
ten be obtainm howeveq from transfer fictions which assign just
opacity, with the color and brightness derivd from sirmdated tights
which Nmninate the vohune according to some shading model. We
use tie term opm”~wom to refer to this ~ted subset of trans-
fer functions. During the rendering process, the sampled and in-
terpolti data xtiues are passed tiough the opacity function to
determine titi contribution to tbe End image. Since the opacity
function does not nonntiy take into awount tie position of the
re@on being renders the role of the opacity function is to make
opaque those data vdoes which consistently correspon~ across the
whole volmn~ to fatures of interes~ This paper addresses ordy
the problem of setting opachy functions, as this is a non-trivial yet
manageable problem whose solution is pertinent to more geneti
-fer function speciEcation issues.
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Fiiding a good ~sfer function is critid to producing art in-
formative rendering, but even if the ody variable which n&& to
be set is opacity, it is a difficult task Looking through sE- of
the volume dataset allows one to spatifly locate featurw of inter-
esL and a means of reading oft-data vrduw from a user-specified
point on the stice can help in setting an opacity function to high-
fight those features, but there is no way to know how repr~entative
of the whole f~ture, in thm dimensions, fiese individutiy samp-
led vdu~ are. User interfam for opacity function specification
typicWy Wow the user to alter the opacity function by direcfly edit-
ing its graph, usdy as a seri~ of tiear ramps joining adjustable
control points. This interface dwn’t itse~ guide the user towards
a usefd setting, as the movement of the control points is uncon-
stid and unrelated to the underlying dam Thus finding a good
opaci~ function tends to be a slow and frustrating trial and error
proms, with smmingly minor changes in an opacity function lead-
ing to drastic charrgw in the renderti image. This is made more
cotiing by the interaction of other rendering parameters such as
shading, fighting, and viewing an@e.

1.2 Direti Volume Rendering of Boundaries

A significant assumption made in this paper is that the featurm of
interest in the scalar volume are the boundary regions betwwn ar-
eas of relatively homogeneous materidl. For instance, this is often
true of datasets from medid imaging. But if the god is to render
the boundariw of objats, why use duect volume rendering, and not
isosurface rendering? Nthougb this quwtion itself d~ervm inves-
tigation, it is widely accepted that direct volume rendering avoids
the bq classiEcation inherent in isosurface rendering — either
the isosurfam pass= throughavoxelornot[11]. To the extent tiat
an object’s surface is associati with a range of values, art opacity
fiction can make a range of vahr~ opaque or translucent This be-’
comes m@Wy useful when noise or measurement artifacts upset
the correlation between data vahre and material type.

As a quick Nustration of this, consider a dataset generated from
MM an#e tomography [6], where there are often streaks and
blurriness in the data caused by the unavtiabiity of projwtions at
some range of angles. This type of data is studied in the Collab-
orator for Macroscopic Digi@ Anatomy[ 19], an ongoing project
aimed at providing remote, networked -s to sophisticated mi-
croscopy resources. Fig. 1 shows two renderings of a matnmfiarr
neuron d-~ using the same viewing an@e, shading, and fight-
ing parameters, but rendered with dfierent dgorithrn~ a non-
polygond ray-cast isosurface rendering and ashm-warp direct vol-
ume rendering produd with the Stanford VolPack rendering li-
brary [10]. Towards the bottom of the dirwt volume renderd int-
age, there is some fogginess surrounding the surface, and the sui-
fa~ itsetiis not very clear. As cart be conErmd by looking dirwtiy
at sfim of the data itsek, this co~ponds exacfly to a region of the
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dataset where the matend boundary is in tit poorly detid me
surfam rendetig, howeve~ shows as distinct a stice here as ev-
e~~vhere els% md in this case the poor surface detitiott in the
data is manif~ti as a region of rough textnr~ W a be rnis-
Ieading. M there is no way to how horn this rendering done that
tie rough &xture is due to mwurement artifacts, and not a feature
on rhc dendrite itse~

Fi:me 1: ~vo renderings of a spiny dendrite from a cortid pyra-
ml~ ncnron. me volume dataset was r=ottstrttcted horn images
ofa 2 micron thick section acquired with an intermediate high volt-
age el=tron microscope at the Natiomd ~ttter for hficroscopy and
kaging Resach, San Ulego, C~oti using single-tit axis t~
mography. Specimen Mdy provided by Mof- K Hama of dre Na-
tiod btitute for Physiologic Scien~, O= Japm

2 Related Work

~o metiods have b=n proposed for assisting the user in the ~-
ploradon of possible rransfer functions. He et A [~ use generic
Agontis 10 brmd a good ~fer function for a given dataseL
Judging from smti dmrnbti renderings, the user picb desirable
-fer functions from an automatictiy generated poptiom unti
tie iterative pro~ss of image selwtion and refer function ittter-
combmadon converges. Mternatively, the system can run automat-
ictiy by using some nser-specidti objwtive function (entropy, en-
er.~, or varian~) 10 e~duate rendered images. h~k et& [B]
address the problem of .’pararueter Rvtig” in geneti, with ap-
plications including fight placement for rendefig, motion con~ol
for ardcdated figure animatiom as weu as transfer tictiorts in di-
rect volume rendeting. me gord is to create a visti interface to
tie complex parameter space by using mt image ~“erertce metric
to arrange renderings from a wide \tiety of transfer functions into
a “design gdery.’, from which the user selwts the most appd-
ing rendering. JIMe borh of th~e medtods repo~y succeed in
finding useti tmrrsfer functions, and wMe they both Wow the user
to irtspwt the transfer function behind a rendering, the systems are
fundatuen~y desi:med for tiding good renderings, not for tiding
good transfer fnnc~ons. Bodt processes are entirely driven by @-
ysis of rendered images, and not of the dataset itsek. ~er @
having an high-level inte~ to conrral the transfer function, the
user hm to d~ose a transfer function from among those randondy
:ene- mtig il hard to gain tilght into what mb a transfer
tiction appropriafi for a given datase~

Other vistion took have b=n d~crikd which are more
driven by the data itseK. Bergman et d. [3] describe a percep-
tutiy informed rule-based method for colorruap selection which
ti into account the data’s spatial frquency characteristic and
the purpose of the visutition. Closer to the god of the current
paper is the contour spwtrum, dwcribed by Bajaj et d. [1], which
helps the user find isovdu= for effective isosurfau volume visurd-
titions of unstructured triartgtiar muhes. By exploiting the math-
ematical propertim of the mesh, important measurm of an isosur-
tice such as surf- arm and mean gradient magnitude can be com-
puted with great efficiency, and the mtdts of these measurements
‘meintegrated into the same interfaw which is used to set the iso-
tiue. By providing a compact visu~ repr~ntation of the metrics
evahtated over the range of possible isov~m, the user can reatiy
dtide, based on their ~nderirtg go~, which isolevel to use. me
irnportarrw to the current papr is that the contour spectrum is a
good exmuple of how an iuterfam can use measured properties of
the data to guide the user tirough the parameter space controhg
the rendering.

3 Ideal Boundary Characterization

3.1 Boundary Model

Sinm our partictdar god is the visuflition of material boundari~,
we have chosen a model for what constitutes an idd boundary and
developed methods around tha~ We assume that at their boundary,
objects have a sharp, discorttitruous change in the physical property
mmured by the vahtes in the dataseL but that the measurement pro-
ms is band-tited with a Gaussian frquettcy response, causing
maured boundaries to be blurred by a Gaussian. Fig. 2 shows a
step function repmetttittg an ided boutt~ prior to measuremett~
the Gaussia which performs the battd-tihing by blurring, and
the restdting mmured bound~ (prior to samphng). me rtitdt-
ing curve happens to be the itrtegti of a Gaussian, which is ctied
the errorfi~.on [9]. Acti manrement deviw band-~~ so
they ~ways blur bonndari= somewha~ though their frquency re-
sponse is never exactiy a Gaussian, since this has infinite suppofi
Mthough certain madtematic~ propertiti of the Gaussian me ex-
ploited later, we have not found the inexact match of red-world
sampkg to the Gaussian i~ to Mh application of our technique.
A fifl assumption made for the purposes of this analysis is that the
blurring is isotropic, that is, uniform in W d~wtions. Again, our
methods W often wok even if a given dataset doesn’t have this
characteristic, but results may be improved if it is pre-prmed to
approximate isotropic blurring.

(a) Step func- @)Gaussian (c) Mmured
tion ti@ prior

to Samprig

Figure 2 Boundaries are step functions blurred by a Gaussimt.

3.2 Diretiional Derivatives along the Gradient

Mthough it was sugg=ted in Section 1.2 that isosurfaces are not d-
alwayssufficient for visutitig objects in red world volume da@ the
method presented in this paper SW irtdirwfly employs them as an
indicator of object shape. mat is, based on the mathematical prop-
eq that the gadient vector at some position always points perpen-
dictdar to an isosurfam through that position, we use the gradient
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v~tor as away of tiding the dir=tion which passes perpendicu-
larly tiough the objwt boundary. Even though isosnrfaces don’t
~ways conform to the loc~ shape of the underlying objwL if we
average over the whole volume, the gradient vator d~ tend to
point perpendic~ 10the objwt boundary. Ifre rely on the statisti-
cti properties of the histogram to provide the ovefl picture of tie
boun~ characteristics.

The direction deri\ati\7e of a solar field ~ along a vector v,
denoted Dvf. is the derivative of ~ as one moves along a stight
p2th in the v dir=tiom This paper studies ~ and its derivatives as
one CURdirecdy through the objwt boundary — moving along the
gradient direction — in order to cr- art opacity fictiom Be-
cause the dirwtion ~ong which we’re computing the dirmtion~
derivative is always that of the gradienL we employ add abuse of
notation. using ~’ and ~“ to signify the tit and swond dir=tiond
den~ative rdong the gradient dirwtion, even though tbme wotid
be more properly denoted by Dfit and D2=+f, where ~j is the

gradient dir=tiom IJk meat ~ as ‘if it were ;function of just one
variable. &ping in mind that the h ~ong which we anrdyre ~

rdways fo~ows ~j. which constantly cbangw orientation depend-
ing on positiom Fig. 3 shows how the gradient diration changes
witi position lo stay normal to the isostiaes of a simple object

Figure 3 Vj isalwaysnormal to fis isosurfaces.

Fig. 4 anrdym one segment of the cross-=tion of this same
owecL Sho~m are plots of the data tine and the tit and second
d~tivatives as one moves across the boundary. Bmause of band-
Miting, the m=ured boundary is spr~d over amge of positions,
but an exact location for the boundary can be defied with either
tie matium in ~’. or the nr-crossing in j“. hd~ two edge
de@tors common in computer visiom Canny [4] and hlarr-~dreth
[14], use the ~’ and j“ cnte~ respmtively, to fid Wges.

f“(x) ❑ f’(x) ■ f (x)

.- x

Figure 4 hf=uring ~, f‘,and ~“ across boundary.

3.3 Relationship BeWeen ~, ~’, and j“

& onrgod is to tid functions of data value which big~ght bound-
ary regions, our problem is rather different than that addressed
by edge demtors. Bause the opacity function WU be apptied
throughout the volume irrespative of position, we must locate the
boundary not in the spatial domain, but in the range of data vrd-
m. h contrasL tige de~tors locate boundaries in the spatial do-
main, independent of data tiu. YeLwe sti want to borrow from
computer Mlon fie notion that boundari= are somehow associated
with a maximum in $’ antior a mm-crossing in i“. To see how tils
is possiblq consider just the relationship between i and f‘.A both
of these are functions of position, they can be plotted with a tbree-
dimensiond ~ph, as in Fig. 5. The three-dmensionti curve can be
projwted downward to form the plot of data value versus position,
and projected to the right to show fist derivative versus position.
Projwdng the curve along the position axis, however, eliminates
the position information, and revds the relationship between data
due and first derivative. B=use tie data value incre= mono-
tonictiy, there is a (non-hear) one-to-one relationship betwmn
position md data vdne, so the first derivative f‘,which had been a
function of positin z, m rdso be expr~sed as a function of @a
vdu f.Thisis what the third projection in Fig. 5 depicts.

f’(z)

Figure 5 ~, f’and position x.

me same projwtions can be done for data due and its second
derivative, as seen in Fig. 6. Pro@dng the curve downward or to
the right produces the graphs of data tiue or saond derivative ver-
sus position (first seen in Fig. 4), wMe projecting tiong the posi-
tion axis rev~ the relationship between data v~ue and its second
derivative.

Fii~y, having ‘>rojwti our position information, one can
m~ a tbr=-dimensiond ~aph of the first and second derivativ=
as functions of &a vdu, as s~n in Fig. 7. The significance of tiis
curve is that it provides a bmis for automatidy generating opacity
fictions. Ka three dmensiond record of the relationship betw=n
~, ~’ and f” for a given dataset contains curv= of the type shown
in Fig. 7, we can assume that they are manifmtations of boundariw
in the volume. Whh a tool to detect those curves and their posi-
tiom one cotid generate a opacity function which m~es the data
vahres corresponding to tie midtie of the boundary (indicated with
cross-hairs in Fig. T the most op~ue, and the resulting rendetig
shotid show the detected bonndties. Short of tba~ one could use a
measure which raponds to some specific feature of the curve (say,
the zro crossing in ~“) and base an opacity fiction on thaL ~ls ,.
is what the current paper swb to do.

●
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f“(z)

figure &f, f” and position x.

f’(z)

Hgure 7: fie underl~g relationship of f, f‘, a

ing whre the boundary was in the idetimd dam~ For instance,
Hg. 4 was produced with howledge of whereto place a path so
as to cross through the boundary. k the case of rd volume data,
however, the positions of the boundari~ are not bown, but the
same relationship between f, f’ and f“ needs to be reverded by
some measurement tectilque.

(c) Samphg at @d@hts

Figure 8 Samptig the boundmy: from continuous to discrete.
nd f“.

4 The Histogram Volume

4.1 HiSqrm Volume Sructure

To measure the relationship betw~n the data tiue and its deriva-
tive descrihd in the last section, we use a thrm-dimensiomd his-
togram we term a hrogrm vo~. There is one axis for ~ch of
the&~ee quantities f, f‘, and f”, and each axis is diviti into some
number of (one-dirnensiond) bins, causing the interior volume to
be divided inm a tir=-dimensioned array of bm. The histogram
volume has m’o dedning cbarac@ristics

1.

2

4.2

%h bm in me histogram volume represents the combination
of a sm~ range of values in tich of the three variables f, f‘,
and f“.

The Idue stored in each bm si~es tie number of voxek in
tie ongin~ volume within that same combtion of ranges
of mu? three variables.

HiS~rm Volume Cre~ion

Fig. 7 Mustrtid the position-independent relationship between f,
f‘, and f” tiat characte~ an iderd boundary. To tid that reh-
tionship, however. we tiorded ourselves the luxury of first how-

It is sufficient to measure f, f‘, and f” at each point of a uniform
ktdm. Fig. 8(a) shows a boundary being sampled continuously to
produce smooth graphs off’ and ~“ versus f. In Fig. 8(b), the
sarupfing is rdong the sme path, but is now diacre@. The smooth
graphs have been replaced by scatterplots, but tie ~uence of mea-
surements tram out the same curves as before, indicating that dis-
crete sampfig and the r~dting scatterplots me sufficient to i~u-
minate the important relationships betwmn f and its derivatives.
FmWy, in Fig. 8(c), the boun@ is sampled everywhere on a uni-
form grid. Though now the points are d~tributed differently —
many more hits have amumulated rdong where f’ and f“ are near
mro — the smtterplots maceout the save curvw as before. By sam-
phg everywhere we no longer require howledge of bound~ lo-
cation, and tie “@obfl’ derivative chmacteristics of the boundary
have bmn measure~ This is pr~ely the sort of information rele-
vant to opacity function generation.

The approach *n in tiis paper is to m~ure f and is di-
rutiond denvativ~ exactiy once per voxel, at the original sample
points of the dataset One might be concerned that sampling me~ly
at the original data points is not a sufficient sampfig density to pro-
duce tie curves seen in Figs. 7 and 8. However, with rd volume
data this W not be a problem, since the band-titing in data ac-
qtiltion assures there WMalways be some blurring, and since the
boundariw of rd objwts tend to assume a variety of positions and
orientions relative to the smnp~g grid.

●
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4.3 implementation

One implmentadon issue in the histogram volume cr~on is how
mmty btis to use. There is a tie-oft- betw~n stomge and pr~
-sing r~uirements versus having sufficient resolution in the bis-
tograrn volume to discern the patterns from which we generate
the opaci~ tictions. k our ex~riments, good restits were ob-
tained with histogram volumes of shs ktw&n S03 and 2563 bm,
though there is no r-on that the bisto~ volumes n~ to have
qurd resolution on each axis. ~o, we have found it sufficient
to use ordy 8 bits to represent the }tiues in the histogram volume,
s-g antior ctipping the number of hits to tie range &255 if
n~ssary.

A more subfle issue is what range of ~dues to include along each
axis. Obviously, for the data v~ue -, the ~ range shotid be in-
clude~ since wehtend to capture ti the \dues at which boundaries
mi@t occur. But along the axes for fist and =ond derivative it
mks sense to include something less than the ~ range. SinR
derivative m~ures are by nature sensitive to noise, including the
fu~ range of derivative v~ues in the histogmru volume may cause
tie important and mtigti su~range of ~dues to be compresti
to a sm~er number of bm, thereby hampering the hter step of de-
tecting patterns in the bisto~ volume. Wredo not have an aptin
knowldge of the meanin@ ranges of derivatives values, so cur-
rentiy the derivative vflue ranges are set with an educated gu~s.
This is a matter in need of Mer research and automation

The most si~cant implementation issue is the method of m~-
suring the first and =ond directiomd derivatives. The tit deriva-
tive is ac~y just the gradient magnitude. From vector cdctius
[Is we hav~

DV~ = V~ - V, (1)

thus

Unfortunately there is no simiily compact forrnti for Dztif, the
swond dirwtion~ derivative along the gradient direction. ~ce
appl~tig an. 2 givw.

(4)

where H~ is the Hessian off, a 3 x 3 mti of wend partial
derivatives off [15]. Mtematively, we can use the Laplacian V2f
to approximate D2Tffi

The approximation is emt otiy where the isosurfaces have =0
mean snrf~ curvature [~.

Thw thr= expressions for D2fif mh suggmt ti-erent imple-
mentations for the second deri~ative m=ure. Mthougb ti wotid
btnefit from more de-study, we m SW make useti observa-
tion reg~ding the comparative merits of wh. We we’ve found
the Hessian method to be the most nurueric~y accurate, the others

have proven sufficiently accurate in practiw to make them appd-
ing by virtue of their computation efficiency. The hplacian compu-
tation is direct md inexpensive, but tie most sensitive to quantim-
tion noise. The gmdient of the ~adient magnitude ~n. 3) is better,
and its computational expense is l~sened if the gradient magnitude
has tieady tin computed everywhere for the sake of volume ren-
dering (e.g., as part of shading calculations).

By mmuring the derivatives ody at the ori@nd data points, the
dctiation of tbe fit and second partial derivative required in
the above expressions is grwdy fatitated by the use of discrete
convolution masks appfied at the data points; we have used stan-
dard centi ~erenm. Thus, our task is somewhat distinct from
the usti problem of derivative measurement in volume rendering,
where a prim~ concern is continuity of tie derivative between
sample points to Wow for correct shading of interpolated data vd-
U~ [2, 16].

The geneti algorithm for creating the histogrmn is straight-
forward

1.

2.

3.

4.4

titifim thehistogram volume to W 0’s.

Make one pass through the volume looking for the bigh=t
dues of f‘ and f”, and the lowest value of j”; assume O for
the lowest Moe of ~’. Set ranges on the histogram volume
axes accordin@y.

On a sand pass through the volnme,

3&

3b.

3C.

Maure f, f‘, and f” at tich voxel,

Determine which bm in the histo~am volume corre-
sponds to the measured combination off, f’, and i“,
and

kcrement the bin’s value.

Histogram Volume Inspection

It is possible to gain some insight into the object boundaries of the
original d-t by simple visutimtion of the histogram volume
after it has&n Mculated. One maybe tempti to simply volume
render the histogram volume from arbhrary views, but this usu~y
turns out to be Unrev-g due to the spec~ed and noisy nature
of the histogram volume. A better way is to use summed-voxel of
projections the histogram volume, projwting along either the f’ or
the ~“ axis, to produw scatte~lots of f“ versus ~ or f’ versus f,
res~tively. Tbii tiows Wting of the premise in Swtion 3.3 —
if there m boundarim in the original dataset that conform to the
boundary model, there shodd be cnrva h that of Fig. 7 in the
histogram volume.

Fig. 9 shows cross-mtions and scatterplots for MO synthetic
datasets. The curvu in the smtterplots me exactiy the form seen
in Fig. 8, and one can *an important prope~ of the histogram
volume — for ah pair of ma~rids that share a boundary, there
is a curve in the histogram volume. ~is property is agtin visible
in Fig. 10, wherek various computi tomography datasets are be-
ing andymd. Though the scatterp]ots are noisier, it clear that the
histogram volume is su~sffly capturing information about the
materifls and their boundaries.

It should be noted that a related technique has been used in com-
puter Wlon for f~ture identicatiom tida and Rosenfeld [18]
use twmdmensiond scatterplots of data value and gradient mag-
nitude to perform image thresholding for night vision applications.
They, however, do not assume a boundary model, instead limiting
their analysis of tie scatter plot to identifying particdar distribu-
tions within regions of low andor high gradient magnitude.
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(a)Cyhti

Figure 9: DataSet SEQ f‘ versus f, and f” versusf.

5 Opaci~ Function Generation

5.1 Mathematical Boundary Analysis

k order to develop a method for opacity function generation that
uses our boundary model and tie information stored in the his-
togmm volume, it is help~ to look at the equation we have used to
describe tbe iti boundary data \due as a function of position

Just as wehave taken 4position” to always be along an ~ point-
ing in the @ent directio~ we define Oto ~ways be the position
of tie Mwtion point in tie boundary. v~i. and vmaz are the data
values of the matefi on either side of the boundary. A erfo
ranges from —1to 1, v ranges from vm~. to Vn==. me parame-
ter conmotig tie smount of boundary blurring is a. me &t and
s~ond derivatives off areas fo~ow~

(7)

Our choice of boundary parameterimtion mu that f’(z) is
a Gaussi~ with m being the usti smdard deviatiom Siice the
Gaussian has inflection points at *u, this is where ~“(x) attains
its a~mem~ me sme positions can serve as Wti detiters
for the extent of the boundary — we @e tie ‘tickness” of the
boundary to b: 20. Note tiat the thickness of a bound~ can be
rwovered if the m~tium vdoes of jt and f“ are known:

(9)

hlore importantly. once a is known, we can raver the position
z knowing ody the values of f‘ and f”:

f“(x) _ z

f’(z) – –7
(lo)

5.2 Opacity functions of data value

Before using Eqm 10 as tie basis for opacity function generation,
we detie some important functions of data tiuti g(v) is the av-
erage fist diratioti derivative off over M the positions x at

~) Head

(c)hgti Blwk

Figure 10: DataSet Stice, ~’ versus j, and f” versus f.

which f(x) = v, and h(v) is ~wise the average second direc-
tionrd derivative at tiue v. ~ese two functions can be obtained
from the histogram volume by sficing it at data vtiue v, md finding
the cen~oid of the scatterplot of f’ and f“ at that tiue. me f’
* coordinate of the untroid is g(v), md the f“ MS coordinate
is h(v).

fiowing g(v) and h(v) for W v, one can find the ratio of their
m-a to r~over u with ~n. 9, assuming that g attains its m=-
ima at f (0), and that h attains its m-a at f (–o). With this
information, we detine a mapping p(v) from data value to an ap-
protiate position along a boundary:

–a2h(v)
p(v) =

g(v)

–~2f”(f -1(v)) = ~z
f(f-l(v))

(11)

Rougtiy s-g, P(W) teh us on which side of the nmest
boundary a data value v tends to fti. For vrdues closer to ~mi.,
p(v) W be negativ~ for vdm closer toV~:., p(v) WM be p05-

itive. h practi~ we have found it useful to modify @n. 11 to
account for the fact that the gadient magnitude at the interior of
maten~ is rarely e~cfly mro. fiowing how it differs from zero
is again a matter of =petien@, but assuming one can find a 9:hresh
which is higher than the ambient gradient magnitude, ~n. 11 is
re-formtiate~ with a sfight loss of mathematical accuracy, as

p(v) =
–azh(v) (12)

rnu(g(v) – gthresh, 0)

me user suppfi~ the last piece of information needed a func-
tion b(z) we term the bo- e~tiis fiction, which maps
from position along a boundary to opacity. A’the intent is to make
ordy boundties visible in the rendering, b(x) should be non-zero
ody n= O.For this raon, we have not been especitiy careti to
pre~ent p(v) from attaining infinite ti~ due to a low g(v); such

.“
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a data \tine v shotid not contribute to the fird irnaga IVlth b(z),
the user can dirwtiy control whether rendered boun~es W ap-
p= thick or m sharp or b, and the proxirni~ of the rendered
boundary to the object interioz me find opacity function a(v) is
then dedrtti as

(13)

h~d of exploring the parameter space of ~ possible opac-
ity functions. the user explores the parameter space of b(z) and
lets tie information from the histogram vohun% embodied in p(v),
constrain the search to those opacity functions which display ob
jwt boundaries. Defining opacity as a function of position within
a boundary fien becomes a more intuitive task than de~g opac-
i~ as a function of data ~du% as there is a more predictable re-
lationship between changes made to the boundary emphasis fic-
tion and the corresponding change in rendered restits. As there
is a potenti~ for inaccuracy in the dcdation of u horn @n. 9,
the user may need to e~eriment with tierent s-gs in the do-
main of b(x). Fig. 11 shows how the choice of boundary emphasis
function ti-ects the opacity function and the rendered image, for a
syntieti~y cr-d dataset containing two concentric spheres at
disdnct data ~dues. It shodd be stressed that the user does not
set the location of tie peaks in Q(v), since this is determined by
the Mormation in p(v), but the user can fiuence the location, as
weU us the widm heigh~ mtd shape of tie peaks. ~ is tie main
benefit of ti methok if the histogram volume has sumss~y
capmed information about the boundaries in the datase~ the user
enjoys high-level control over tie character of tie rendered bound-
aries without having to worry about the react s@ction of a(v)-
YeLthe a(v) so generated is sensible enough that it codd.be edited
by hand if desire~ For exarnplq since this technique ~fl attempt
to make d boundaries opaquq a use~ supplement to the interface
wodd be a feature which Wows suppressionof the peaks in a(v) for
one or more boundazi=

Even though we have made some strong assumptions about the
bound~ charac~ristics in the volume dataseL the tihnique de-
scribed here typi~y works we~ even if the mated boundaries are
not “i~. Bsentifly, by taking the ratio of the second and tirst
deri~radves,and by having b(z) assign opacity to positions around
zero. we are more apt to make opaque those data ~dues associated
with boti low second derivadves and high ~t derivatives. Or, even
ifp(v) is not a perfect indicator of “position relative to boun~,
the sign change in ~“ around its mr~ossing tiords us some con-
Rol over whether we want to emphasii regions closer to or Mer
from the object’s interior. Fig. 12 on the accompmying colorplate
shows a rendering of an NN dataset which does not have iti
boundaries but for which this technique sti works.

5.3 Opaci& funotions of data value and gradient
magnitude

So far tie opacity functions under consideration have assigned
opacity based on data vahse don~ ~gher q~ty renderings can
sometirnfi be obtairte~ however, if the opacity is assi~d as a
fiction of both tits value and ~mdient ma~tud~ De~g these
tw~dimension~ opacity functions by hand is especitiy chWeng-
ing because there are e~renmore degr~ of =om than in one-
dimetioti, v~ue-based opacity fictions. Fortunately, the ideas
pre~nted so ti eas~y gene- to tiow semi-automatic genera-
tion of tw~dimemiond opacity functions.

Mdogous to thedednition of h(v), we &tine h(v, g) to be av-
erage second derivative over ~ locations where the data vahre is v
and the .tient magnitude is g. ~~’etiarly define anew position

a = b(z)

I
1 0

L

e
(c)Moreopaque

@) ~osti tointerior

L.
(d)Sharperboorrdary

Figure 11: Relationship betwwn b(z), a(v), and the rendered re-
SUIL

function, and from that an opacity function

–u*h(v, g)
p(v,g) =

m=(g – gfhr..h, 0)
(14)

a(v, g) = b~(v, g)) (15)

u is calculated as before the ratio of the exmemum of the aver-
age first and second derivatives. me benefit of this kind of opac-
ity function is that it can d~tinguish between boundaries that have
overlapping rang= of values. For instance, tie nested cytinders vol-
ume in Fig. 9 and the engine block volume in Fig. 10 each have one
boundary which overlaps the two otier boundari~ in data vahre,
spanning horn the higher of the two material vahres to the back-
ground v~ue. Selwtively rendering Wlssinge boundary is imposs-
ible with a value-based opacity fiction, but because the boundary
has a distinct curve in the plot of data vahte versus fist derivative, it
is possible to create an opacity function which selects only the vox-
ek comprising this boundary. As it did in the case of value-based
opacity functions, the mhnique prwnted here wtil generate two-
dimerssioti opacity functions which make W detected boundariti
opaqu% a simple “lasso” tool cotdd then be used to select differ-
ent re~ons in the two-dirnensionrd opacity function to render one
boundary at a time. k Fig. 13 on the colorplate, the feet of the
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femfle Viible Human CT dataset [17] are renderd with four dif-
ferent twodimension~ opacity functions. Using a mo~cation of
an automatitiy generated opacity function, one rendering shows
ahnost exclusively the registration cord laced around the body prior
to scanning.

The lower right rendering in Fig. 13 demonstrates another ad-
vantage of tw~dimensiond opaci~ functions — the abiity to ac-
curately render the surface of a mated which attains a wide mge
of data values, as is the case for the bone tissue in this same ff
sea Dfierent parts of the bone surf= are more radi~opaque than
otiers, leading to a wide range of data tiues associated with bone,
which in ~ causes a wide range of gradient magnitudes within the
boundary region betwen bone and soft tissue. Knowing the aver-
age second derivative for each location in (a, g) spaw, we can make
opaque ordy thow voxek near the mid~e of the boundary (nm the
mr~crossing in ~f’), regardess of tie bone data tiue. As is visi-
ble in the opacity function generated with ~n. 14, this irnp~es that
as .wdient magnitude increases, there is an upward shift in the data
vdws which shotid be made most opaqm This kind of care~
opacity assignment is not possible widr a simple vrdue-based opac-
ity function, though it is reminiscent of tie tw~dirnensioti opacity
functions described by hvoy [11]. Mfiough space does not pnnit
a detied comparison ktween our approach and Wvoy’s, dre main
difference is that (iMy) the measured first and =ond derivative
information serves to constrain the opacity function generation so
as to ordy show boundties, w~e in Levoy’s method the user SM
has to a~eriment to find the right parameter settings.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

}i’ehave shown that semi-automatic generation of opacity functions
is possible for datasets where the regions of interest are bound-
aries between maten~ of re~vely constant data vrdue. The his-
togram volume structure presented here captures information about
the bounties present in the volume and fa~tates a high-level
interfati to opaci~ function creation. The user conmok which por-
tions of the boundary are to be made opaque, without having to
know the data ~tiues that mur in the boundary.

Given that boundaries in the volume are always manifesti by a
curve of a partictiar shape in the histogram volmnq it makes sense
to apply computer \W1onobjwt recognition techniques to the his-
togrmn volume. We are investigating the feasibfity of using the
Hough transform to detect the curves in the histogram volume and
measure their intensity [S]. ~o, it may be possible to adapt the
methods to non-sc~ da~ such as comes from mtiti-echo MRL
FinW~; as mentioned before, we are interested in performing per-
cepti studia to vfidate the ch that direct volume rendering
can, mdike kosurface rendering, accurately convey surface qtity
or mmurement unurtainty to the vieweL
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